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Abstract. This paper is a continuation of 1.11. It gives some further properties of limited regular 
languages and partial solutions to two of S. Eilenberg’s open problems 12. p. 1 SX]. 
1. Definitions and preliminary results t 
The basic conceptions and the symbols in this paper are adopted from [l, 21 
unless otherwise stated. 
A commutative semiring is denoted by K. The class of the K-regular-X- languages 
is denoted by K’*L3 or L,; a language A belongs to K ‘*L3 iff it can be recognized 
by a finite K-5-automaton. 
The rational operations of languages, i.e. the addition, multiplication, star- 
operation. and the mixed operation between K and K’* (scalar-operation) are 
denoted by ‘t’, * - ‘. ‘*‘, ‘a’, respectively. 
Let x ~1*, AEK”*, the multiplicity of x with which x belongs to A is denoted 
by xOA. If Card{s E X” lx19A f O}<OO, then A is said to be finite. If, at least, one 
of the A& is finite, the product A * B will be referred to as the limited product. 
In case we wish to emphasize the limited property, it will be denoted by A iIl B. 
By Kleene’s Theorem, KI‘*L3 is the smallest class of lar,guages containing 
tk\lc~ E X}u (P} and closed under the four rational operations. The class of all 
K-limited regular-&languages, we denote it as K ‘*L4 or Lq, is defined to be the 
smallest cl;!ss containing {{u} j CT E 2} d (0) and closed under operations ‘+‘, ‘a’, 
‘*‘, Lo.. 
If A = x,:. ,. I~,,IT” ~K~‘*L~(orK”*L~l,then~~(~)=~~~_,,a,,~”iscalledaK-regular 
function (or K-limited regular function), its radius of convergence is denoted by 
eA. The reducing map rr : K’* + K’*, which satisfies (a)~ = T for all cr ES, is a 
K-star-algebra morphism [2, p. 1611. If A E K”* we set.fA(z) =fA,(z) and e.4 = P..I,. 
The concepts of the height of a language ard its expression are the same as that 
in [2, p. 1693 except for a slight modification, i.e. we define /t(O) = -1 but not zero. 
this may be convenient while we define (3* = 1, where 1 is the empty word. 
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To prove that each A E K’*Ld has property P, there is a useful method i.e. to 
prove T = {A E K’*L4 IA has property P} is a class containing ((G} Ia E X} u (0) and 
closed under operations ‘+‘, Cl’, ‘*‘, ‘0’. 
The following results are adopted from our previous work [3] which will be 
published elsewhere. 
Result l-1. If fA(z) = Cr=, a,,.~ n is a R +-limited regular function and @A 2 1, then 
there exists an integer p > 1 such that the limits lim,,,, a,lp+i = ri exist for all 0 G i <p, 
Further if F is a subfield of R such that a,, E F n R, for all n E El, then ri E f; for 
all OSiCp. 
Note. If we take away the word ‘limited’, we obtain Eilenberg’s limit Theorem 
[2, p. 2201, which 2s we have pointed out, is false. 
Result 1.2. Let z:K’*+K’* be a reducing map. If A E L\‘*Ld (or K”*LX), then 
ATEK~*L~ (or K’*L3), and Iz(A)zIz(Arr). 
Result 1.3. If A E Rf*L4, then fA(z ) is an R-rational function, and has no multiple- 
pole on the convergence circle. 
2. The properties of K ‘*L4 
Tlheorem 2.1 (The normal form). L.cPf K h a pusitiw smiritrg, 49 f A E K ‘*t4, tlw 
Proof. It follows from the two facts: 
ii 1 The A can be expressed through finite numbers of operations ‘+‘, ‘I:‘, ‘*‘, ‘0’. 
tii) llsing the distributive law of ‘5’ to ‘+’ does not change the height and limited 
property of a lariguage. 52 
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then for all s EE*, 
OsseAs C xt9A =&?(A~j=a,,s,~M. 
XE’* 
IX/=/S/ 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. If A = Cr=,, anu” E NC’*, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A E Nf’*L4, eA 3 1; 
(ii) fA(a I is a N-limited regular function, and eA 2 1; 
(iii) fA(f I is a Z-rational function, and {a, In EN} is bounded; 
(iv) fA(f I is a Q.-rational function, and {a,, in EN} is bounded; 
(v) {a,, 1 n E N) i,s ultimately periodic, i.e. there exist two integers m 2 0, p > 0 such 
that 4,r +p = a,, for all n 2 m; 
(vi) There exist q(z ), $(_t ) E N[Z] and an inte<ger p 2 1 such that f,t(z ) = 
~(~)+~(~j~“‘/(l-z”); 
(vii) A E N”-L3 arzd A is bounded. 
Corollary. In the N”*L3, {s E N’r*LJIe.X 2 1) is the largest subclass of languages 
which satisjies the limit &orem. ( Use (i) u (vii) and in ihe same way cs Theorem 2.2.) 
Proof. Use the 
(i) 3 (vii) * (iii). 
pz:ttern ii\ =3 (ii) =3 (iii) ==3 (iv) 3 (VI 3 (vi) =3(i) and 
(ii) s (iii) and (vii) 3 (iii). It follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 and 12, Ch. 
WIT Theorem 3.1. p. 205-j. 
(iv, * (v). Suppose 0 2: a,, (: M, here M may be chosen as an integer, since f?\(z 1 
is Q-rational, thus fA( l/M 1 E Q. But 
is an cxpanskn of fA( l/M) at the base M. Hence, by [2, Ch. XIII, 7 heorem 3.2, 
p. 3651, ((I,, 1 n EN) is ultimately periodic. 
The rest is vicar. 0 
Let A, B EST’*; we denote the facts that sr?A zs0B for all s ES* by A z B. rr 
is the reducing map, we have 
Proposition 2.4. [f A, B. C E R t *, A z 13, tilrn AC ,‘BC, CA zCB, Arr ?BT~, 
A* &A. 
Proof. Clearly 5 
Theorem 2.5. If A E NX*L3, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) AT E NTfLJ, eA 2 1: 
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(ii) AT E N’*L1, and An is boundpd; 
(iii) A E N’*Ld, f?A 2 1. 
Proof. (i) e (ii). By Theorem 2.3 (i) e (vii). 
(iii) 3 (i). By Result 1.2. 
(ii) * (iii). First eA 2 1 by (ii) + (i). Now we apply induction to the height of A. 
If h(A) = -1 or 0, then A is 0 or finite. In these two cases (ii) + (iii) clearly is true. 
Suppose i z 1, while h(A) < i, (ii) 3 (iii) is true, we assert that (ii) =$ (iii) is true 
when h(A) = i. 
Otherwise, A E Nc*L3\N’*L4. Thus, by definition of height [2, p. 1691, there is 
a rational expression E such that E represents A and h(E) = h(A). Use the 
distributive law to E, we can write A = Cl =, A, such that A, has a form as 
* A, = s,B;s2B2 . . 0 s,B:s,+ I Z 0, 
where s I E E* 0 f B, E K’*L3 and leBi = 0 (this is the requirement of the definition , 
of the operation ‘*‘). Since A & L4 there exists at least one of A;, say A ,, that does 
not belong to L 4r thus h (A 1) > 0. There are two cases, i.e. r = 1 or r > 2. 
If r = 1, A I = slBTs2 rf L4 implies three facts: 
(a) B,&L4; 
tb) IrcB,)<lzcA)=i; 
(cl A~~~A,~=((s~BTs~)~~(s,?~)(B,~)(s:!~T). 
Use (ii!, Bin is bounded. This conflicts with the assumption of induction. 
If r _z 2,‘we recall that r is a K-star-algebra morphism, and note the commutativity 
of KY’. by Proposition 2.4, we have 
AT ?A l7r = (s*sz . * -s,+,).rr(Bd?B?d*. 
C’lcarly H,T f $1 and 1 H( B,lr ) = 0 for j = 1 , 2. Hence there exist I~I Z= 1, 11 2 1 such 
that f?]rr y-r T”‘, B,TT ?~'l, therefore 
iB,~)*(B~rr)*q(~"' * ) (T'l)* >((T"l")*(r"l")* a,";;,, (p + 1)T"""'. 
This implies that ATT is unbounded, contrary to (ii). iLl 
Prod. pi I It follows from the facts 
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Theorem 2.7. 9 = {X E i’Vr’Z_-4 1 e x 2 l} is closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let B, C E 9 ; by Theorem 2.2, BT, and CT are bounded, thus (B n C)T 
is bounded by Proposition 2.4. On the other hand, B, C E L4 t L3, by [2; Ch. VI, 
Theorem 7.1, p. 1403, B n C EW”L+ By Result 1.2, (B n C)rr E N’*Lx. Now use 
Theorem 2.5 (ii) 3 (iii); we have B n C E 9;. 0 
3. Eilenberg’s problems 
In [2, p. 1581, Eilenberg has posed two open problems, which can be stated as 
follows: 
Problem 1. Let languages A, B. C E NE*, assume A = B A C, Bt = C+, where X+ = 
{s E JY* IseX # 0). If A, B are regular, is C regular? 
Problem 2. Let B, C E Nr*, B = C n C. If B is regular, is C regular? 
To the two problems we obtain a partial solution; imposing stronger conditions, 
i.e. in the {X E Nir*L4 / e, a l}, we obtain a positive answer; weakening conditions, 
i.e. in the Qf’L,, Z’*L3, Rf*L3, give negative examples. 
Definition 3.1. A semiring K is said to be separable if K c R and there exists 
S > 0 such that for any k ,. kz E K, X: 1 # kz implies \k I- kz\ 3 6. 
Proposition 3.2. Let K he n sepamhle semiring and K c R +, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) {a,, E K 1 II E N} is ultimately periodic; 
(ii! A = x,T=,, a,,~” E K lr*L4 and eA 2 1. 
Proof. (i) =3 (ii). As in Theorem 2.3 (v) 3 (vi) 3 (i). 
(ii) 3 (i). By Result 1 .l, there exists an integerp 3 1 such that lim,,, CL,,+, = ri <CO 
for Oai <p, By Chaucy’s principle of convergence, for S > 0 there exists rni EN 
such that IZ’>mi and r”:,mi imply l~,,~,,~--a.-,,+~I<6. Since K is separable, 
n n’p. I =C7 ,t”p + ,* Let nu = max{mip + i IO G i <p}, then n > no implies a,, = a, +,,. 0 
Applying Proposition 3.2, we can easily prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3, Let K be a separable semiring and K c R,, A, B, C E K”‘. 
(i) If A = I3 n C, B-1’ = C?, A, B E Kcr*Lj, eA 2 1, es 3 1, then C EK”*L~ and 
e, 2 1; 
(ii) If B = C n C, B E KITfL4, es 3 1, then C E Ka*Ld, e, 3 1. 
When K = N, it comes to the special cases Problems 1 and 2. 
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Proposition 3.4. (Decomposition by muIti$icity). (i) If A E NE*, then A = 
‘F, ,:,,,AA, = ET=, AA, where AA = {s E Z* 1 &A = A} is unambiguous. 
(ii) If A is N-regular, then A, is N-regular for all h E N\(O). 
(iii) Let9={XEN’*L41e x 3 1). If A E ‘28, then A, E 9 for all A E N\(O). 
Proof. (i) Clear. 
(ii) By [2, Ch. VI, Corollary 11.4, p. 155 and Proposition 7.14, p. 1431, 
immediately. 
(iii) Suppose A E 9. By iii) and Result 1.2, Aiv E N“‘L3. On the other hand, by 
Theorem 2.5, (iii) 3 (ii), AT is bounded. Since AT 2Ahrr, AArr is hounded. Now 
USC Theorem 2.5 (ii) j (iii), A, E 9 for all A E N\(O). 0 
Oefinc p= c 
, 
C’“‘= p.11 nC in 22). If CEN’*, then ~T_,AC, will be 
rc:ferred to as bounded part of C, where m E N. 
Theorem 3.5. Le1 B, C EN’*, B = C’“‘. 
(i) If 13 is N-regular, then any bounded part of Cis N-regular; 
(ii! If B is N-regular and bounded, then C is N-regular. 
(iii) If B E (X E NV*L41ex 2 1) = 9, then C E 9. 
Proof. (i) Since B = C’“’ and CG N\‘*, therefore ?h & N implies B, = Q). Thus, by 
Proposition 3.4, B = I,‘_. , A ‘*Bh~~, where BA” is N-regular (A E N\(O)). On the other 
hand. 
Thus C = x; 1 AC* = c,"' 1 AB,,Y Hence the bounded part of C, having a form 
\‘! 
-, , ~/3,,‘~ as a finite sum of N-regular languages, is N-regular. 
(ii, The fact that B is bounded implies that C is bounded. Now use (il. 
fiii r By Proposition 3.4 (iii), B,rl E 9. On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2 B is 
bounded; suppose the bound of R is p” (p E N\(O)), then 
Replacing semirinp X by Q _ in Problem 1, we have a negative example. 
Example 1. Let A = L,T , CT” = (T * fl*, f) = g- 1 rlo’I = u*rrcr*, c = c;_l, cr”/Il; 
clearly A, B, C E Q’,?, A = B rj C, B-S = Ct and A, B are Q, -regular. By means of 
the properties of the power series, integrating term by term. we have 
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Since f,(r) is not Q-rational, by [2, Ch. VIII, Theorem 3.1, p. 2051, C& Qa*L3, this 
implies that C is not Q+-regular. 
Replacing N by 2 in Problem 2, we have a negative example. 
Example 2. Let B = CT= 1 u” = CT * u”, C = Cy==, CX~U”, where 
-i 
-1 when n = (m + l)(m +4)/2, m EN, 
a,1 - 
1 otherwise. 
Clearly, B, C ,= Z”*, B = C n C and B is Z-regular, since f,(O.l) = 
0.09109110911109 - * - & Q, thus fc( z ) is not Z-rational. Hence C is not Z-regular. 
Replacing N by R, in Problem 2, we have an interesting but more difficult 
negative example. 
Example 3. Let B = xr=, Au” = u*uu*, C = xy=, &uA ; clearly, B, C E Rf*, B = 
C n C and B is R.-regular. We shall show that fc(z ) is not R-rational, hence C 
is not R+-regular. 
Lemma 1. Let Qo = Q, Q, = QIV&, v/E, . . . , i;} be the extension field of Q 
adding the square roots of foremost r prime numbers of N, then Jp, + I& Q, for all n E N. 
Proof. Using second induction, it follows from Eisenstein’s criterion and the 
knowledge of the algebraic exten’sion of fields. The details are in the appendix. C 
The degree of polynomial q(z) is denoted by S(cp). If the formal power series 
f(z) E K[[z]], q E K[z] and S(qf) < 00, then q is called a denominator off. If, further. 
S(q) = min{S(q ) 1 6(qf) < oo}, then q is called the minimal denominator of f. 
Lemma 2. Let F be a field, f(z) = Cp”, a,z i E F[[z]], n 3 0, m 3 1, then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) b, E F, 1 G i d nz, when k 2 max{O, n -m ), 
-(b,,,ak+b,,, la&,1 - - - b,aktnl -~)=-ak+~,~ (1 1 
holds ; 
(ii) q(z)= l+Cinc, b,ziisa denominatoroffiz) and S(qf)<n. 
Proof. By transposing terms, we see that (1) holds iff the coefficients of zki”’ in 
q * f arc zero. Kl 
Lemma 3. Lcr A(k, r! = (.Y,~),~, be ~1 syrnrnetric nzatrix rs,irh order r, where Xi, = 
(I,+j+k_2 EF. Let q = 1 +cy=, biz’, where m 3 1, b,, #O. If q is the minimal 
denominator of f(z ) = Czcj a,z i and S (qf) < n, then as long as k b max(0, n - m}, WV 
have 
(i) IA(k, m + 1)1= 0; 
(ii) jA(k, m)j f 0. 
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Proof. (i) By Lemma 2(i’!, it is clear. 
(ii) When m = 1, it is clear. Now we suppose m > 1, but there exists 
max{O, n - tn} such chat IA(s, m)l = 0. We wish to deduce a contradiction. 
Denote the co!umns of matrix A {s, m) by pi (1 sj d t:; ). namely 
Ah, ml = 
Since fit, p2, . . . , P,,, are linear dependent, there exist n,, dz, d3, . . , d, E E 
1 = I - m - 1 such that 
-td,/3,+dr.&+* * -+d&)=Pr+I; (2) 
that is, the following equation (3) holds as long as s s i s s + ttz - 1: 
-t&&+&f, la,,l+***+dlu;+, 1)=&b,. (3) 
Now wc prove that (3) still holds when i = s + nz. Denote the column matrices 
-k&,4 1,...,J,)‘=D, -(a,+,,a,,,,I,...,n,,,+,,,.,)‘=H. 
We recall that (1) holds as long as s Gkks++--1 (since kzssmax{O,n--tzz}), 
Similarly the same holds for i >s + nl ; to sum up, (31 holds as long as I -3 
max{O. rz ~- m). By temma 2, q’ = 1 +Ci ._ I dAzh is a denominator of f(z ), but 
6~4’) --. f c: m ; this conflicts with that the degree of the minimal denominator of f 
is FII. 
Sow WC assert that fC.(z) = ET. I - dAZ” is not R-rntional. Otherwise we can 
suppose that /I (z ) has a minimal denomator q(r j with degree III. Since m = 0 implies 
that [ 4 z I i:i a polvnomial. we ha1.c Y contradiction, hence 111 2 1. Assume S(qf! = H 3 
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0, Choose prime number p P 2m + max{O, 12 - m}, suppose p = Pr, let k = P, - 2m, 
then k 3 max{O, n -m}. By Lemma 3(i), IA(k, m + l)I = 0, where the (i, j)-entry 
xi,=Jj+j+k-9,.-JP,-(2m+2-i-j) (l~i~~m+l,l~.j~~h+l). 
Hence x:,,+~,,,,+I = a. 
Denote the algebraic cofactor of x,,,+l,i by alp (1 sj < wi + 1). Clearly ai E Q,_. 1. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3(ii), cy,, + 1 = IA(k, m)l# 0. Spreading thedeterminant 
IA(k, m + l)] along the last row, transposing terms, we have 
J~~=-~~~~+l( jglajJPr-m+j -l)~Qr-1. 
This conflicts with Lemma 1, Therefore fl.(z) is not R-rational, hence C is not 
R +-regular Cl 
As the Ch~~sky’s type 0, I, II, III languages, Ky*L.I has its corresponding 
recognizers- .the Limited Automata, which we have investigated. The concepts of 
the limited automata and its height are defined. The Recognizing Theorem, Direct 
Product, and Determinize are studied. These will be published elsewhere. 
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Appendix. The proof of Lemma 1 
- 
Lemma 1. Let Qo = Q, Q, = Q(JP,, JPz, . . . , Jp,) be extension field of Q adding 
Jiq Jiq . . . , JE, where PK is the Kth prime number in N, then JP,+ 1 g Q,g 
for a11 n EN. 
Proof, The following facts are clear: 
(i) Each element x E Q, may be written as x = a + b\‘E, where a, h E Qr- 1; 
(ii) Ifal,a2 ,..., w,,,P1rP2,...rP,l are distinct prime rumbers, then the equations 
sz -cy1=0 al, a,? . . * ~,,,X 2-pIp2*+L=o 
have no rational root (by Eisenstein’s Criterion). 
Now we prove Lemma 1 by second induction. 
If n = 0, clearly Jc = J?& Qo = Q. 
Suppose that for 0 s K . -= n - 1, Jpktl6f Qk is true. We assert that Jr,,+ I & Q, also 
is true. Otherwise, if JP, c 1 E Q,, by (ii) JP, t 1 hf Qo, hence there exists m 1, 
1 s rrz , c II, such that JP,, +, E Q ,,,, \Q ,,,, ,. 
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By (i), we have Jc = a 1 f bdc, where al, blcQ,,,,-1, bl#O. If ar#O, 
square both sides of the previous formula, we have 
\/Pm, - -- (1/2a,bdP,+,-a: - b:Prn,k C&-l. 
This ccnflicts with assumption of induction, hence @r= 0. Thus 
4% = b,Jp,l, fi >mrzl, Ofb+Q,,+ (1) 
By (ii), 6, d Qo, hence br E Q,,,_I\Qo. Hence there exists ~22, ml >PZZ 2 1, such that 
b1 E Q,,,,\Qm,z_I. By (i), we have bl = a2+ b2dG where a2, b2E Q,,,. I, and 62 Z 0. 
Substituting 61 into (l), we have 
-- - 
@,: = (a2 + bdP,,,)JP,,,, . 
If a2 f 0, square both sides, we have 
J’E= W,,+r/P,, -af -h:P,,,)Pa+~E Q,,,, -I, 
contrary to assumption of induction, hence 02 = 0. Thus 
JP,,,, =b2m, n~rnl>m2~~1, O#b2EQ,,,-1 (2) 
, . . and so on. 
Since the integers between II and 1 are finite. There exists s c” II, such that 
VP,, * I = h, +‘P,,,, PI,,, * . . PI,,,, 
where II 2 ml :> I?Z~ > . . . > m, a 1, but b, E Q,,,, I n Q. = Q. This means that 
P,,, P,,,, * . . P,,,,.u 2-- P, i , = 0 has a rational root. Contrary to (ii). ‘This ccmpletes the 
proof. 7 
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